where kc = 14.8800 degree 2 , ks = 14.4340 degree 2 and σc = 5.6100 degree, σs = 16.9800 degree are the amplitudes and standard 27 deviations (SDs) of the two Gaussian profiles, respectively. The center-surround structure is concentric. exp − t τ1 [3] connection probabilities are the direct readout of the Gaussian functions.
81
The SD of the first Gaussian function, σ where axni takes the value of 100 µm or 80 µm corresponding to an excitatory or inhibitory presynaptic neuron, and denj 87 equals 75 µm or 50 µm, corresponding to an excitatory or inhibitory postsynaptic neuron.
88
For the second Gaussian function, the similarity index between the ith neuron and the jth neuron is defined as w × Γij +
89
(1 − w) ∆θ, where the weight w = 0.5, Γij is the pixel-to-pixel Pearson correlation coefficient of the pairwise RF, and ∆θ is the 90 pairwise PO difference normalized to [−1, 1] . To calculate the RF correlation, we make a 60 × 60 mesh of the whole visual field.
91
At each pixel (node on the mesh grid) P , we calculate the normalized correlation between the pairwise spatial RF amplitude 92Ā i (P ) andĀj (P ), whereĀp (P ) , p = i, j is an abbreviated form of Σ k A (P − r p,k ) from Eq. 2. Here r p,k denotes the center
93
of the kth LGN cell that connects to the pth V1 neuron. Then, we average over P :
95 where Ā i and Ā j , σ Ā i and σ Ā j are the means and SDs ofĀi (P ) andĀj (P ), respectively.
96
The SD of the second Gaussian function of similarity indices, σ k i →k j , takes 0.6 for σI→E and 0.5 for σE→E in 40-fold ratio difference between EPSP amplitudes and the corresponding strengths of synaptic conductance. 
131

V1 Neuron Model
132
Each V1 neuron is represented as a conductance-based exponential integrate-and-fire (EIF) point neuron model (9), with frequency adaptation. The adaptation is modeled by a self-inhibitory conductance g adap that only increases when the neuron itself fires. The EIF model is a balanced choice between physiological realism and simulation efficiency. The voltage dynamics of the ith neuron in the kth population is thus governed by:
where k = E or I. gL,E = 50 s 
where τr and τ d are the rising and decaying time constant, respectively, and s is the strength of connection. τr = 1 ms and LGN →k , such that the dynamics of LGN input conductance further consists of two more variables, as modeled by Varela et al. (11) .
where g i,0
LGN →k still possesses the profile from Eq. 9, D is the depressing factor and F is the facilitating factor, both recover to 
139
In addition to the 1 − CV = Σjrje 2iθ /Σjrj (CV as circular variance), which is used in the main text to measure the OS,
140
two more descriptive quantities are used here: the orientation selectivity index (OSI),
142
where Rp and Ro denote the firing rate responses at preferred and orthogonal orientation (OO), respectively. The tuning width 143 is the half width at the half height of the fitted tuning curve. To obtain the tuning width, the tuning curve is first fitted to a
144
Von Mises function,
where rp and ro are the parameters to be fitted for firing rate at PO and OO, respectively, and θp is the parameter to be fitted In addition to the contrast-dependent OS analyzed in detail in the main text, many other response properties of our model are 152 comparable with experiment, e.g., firing rate levels (Fig. S3, (13-15) ), the tuning width distribution (Fig. S4, (13) ) and the 153 response modulation F 1/F 0 distribution (Fig. S5, (13) ). Moreover, in different configurations, the model is also capable of 154 producing complex excitatory neurons.
155
Firing rate and inter-spike interval. The firing rate distribution of the excitatory neurons ( Fig. S3A ) with optimal input 156 orientation has a much longer tail than the inhibitory firing rate distribution (Fig. S3B) Here, we also provide the inter-spike interval (ISI) probability distributions of our simulation in Fig. S3C 
165
We first consider the ISI probability distribution of excitatory neurons in Fig. S3C whose PO matches the input orientation 166 of a single simulation trial (with multiple periods of drifting sinusoidal wave). The first peak is at 50 ms, which results from 167 the rapid firing near the peak of the sinusoidal wave, the resulting instantaneous firing rate is around 20 Hz. As shown in Fig. 
168
S3A, excitatory neurons with mean firing rate at such level only constitute of a small fraction of the population. Thus, the 169 excitatory neurons that only have the first peak in their own ISI distribution must be those who have the highest firing rates. that have a larger ISI than 200 ms result from the neurons that lack such clusters as shared by the high firing rate neurons.
176
On the other hand, the firing rate of the inhibitory neurons is higher and the lowest firing rate is around 10 Hz, therefore, LGN cells (3) in mouse V1, ii) the positive correlation between connection probability, connection strength, and pairwise RF 200 similarity within the excitatory population (7), and iii) strong orientation unspecific connection from excitatory neurons to the 201 inhibitory neurons (8). We point out that due to the above setup, the consistency of F1/F0 distribution between the model 202 result and the experiment is guaranteed.
To elaborate, in a purely feed-forward model, the distribution of Dnorm between ON and OFF subregions would mostly 204 dictate how F 1/F 0 would distribute. In the mouse case, the largely overlapped ON and OFF subregions induced by presynaptic
205
LGN cells (3) lead to weakly tuned LGN inputs, which imply that the peak of the distribution of either the neurons with 206 F 1/F 0 < 1 (complex) or with F 1/F 0 > 1 (simple) would be quite close to 1 (neither completely untuned nor strongly tuned). thus, inhibitory neurons will have a distribution of F 1/F 0 that will peak significantly below one (Fig. S5A ) -resulting in
212
"complex" inhibitory neurons.
213
On the other hand, the excitatory neurons connect preferentially to excitatory neurons that share similar PO and RF and 214 with stronger connection strengths, as suggested by (7). This preferential excitation results in stronger response near the peaks 215 of the ON and OFF subregions. Thus, with the cortical inhibition from the complex inhibitory neurons to pull down both 216 subregions, they are effectively more segregated than the ones with only LGN input, as can be seen in Fig. S6A . Therefore, the 217 excitatory neurons will have a distribution of F 1/F 0 that will peak significantly above one (Fig. S5B) 
Details of the Mechanisms Underlying Contrast Dependencies
231
The three primary mechanisms introduced in the main text -the preferential excitation and the high level of feedback inhibition 
240
To understand how all three primary mechanisms relate to the contrast-broadening of gI→E in determining the excitatory 241 neurons' contrast-dependent response properties, we study the input conductances and firing rates with respect to contrast 242 and σI→E. Fig. S8A plots the ratio of inhibitory conductance gI→E to the total excitatory conductance (gE→E + gLGN→E) 243 for the standard configuration. It is surprising that the ratio is almost constant at PO with different σI→E, because with a 244 smaller σI→E, more inhibitory neurons of similar POs are connected. Thus, one would expect the numerator, gI→E, to increase 245 with smaller σI→E, and the denominator to decrease with gE→E as the increasing inhibition lowers the excitatory firing rate 246 (Fig. S8B) . Nevertheless, Fig. S8B shows that the inhibitory firing rates themselves decrease with smaller σI→E, indicating a 247 decreased numerator.
248
To see the underlying cause of the decrease in gI→E, we separate the two sources that drive the inhibitory firing rate -249 excitation from the LGN and from the cortex. We can see in Fig. S8C that the cortical excitation (blue) induces ∼ 70%
250
(red asterisks) of the total inhibition to excitatory neurons in terms of gI→E. This result shows that, with smaller σI→E, the 251 decrease in excitatory firing rate causes a much larger decrease in gI→E induced by cortical excitation than the increase in the 252 gI→E at PO induced by LGN excitation (Fig. S8C) . This indicates the importance of the preferential excitation, which elicits a and that the membrane potential relaxes to it, are immediately apparent from the standard integrate-and-fire model, which follow the temporal profile of the membrane potential V (t) over time scales up to ∼ 10 ms. from simulation data), one can gain insight into the mechanisms that produce contrast-sharpening or contrast-broadening OS.
294
Even the detailed changes of OS that result from the change of σI→E, which directly relates to the contrast-broadening of in the previous section are captured here -thus confirming the interactions among the mechanisms underlying the contrast 302 dependencies that described in the main text by the firing rates are the same as described here by the slaving potentials.
303
With the averaged conductance data from the simulation, by using Eq. 14, one can also infer qualitative changes of the OS 
Modified Model with Synaptic Depression for LGN Inputs
317
Here we describe an modified model, which differs from the model described in the main text in three ways: i) It includes 318 synaptic depression for the LGN inputs (see Eq. 10); ii) The similarity index describing the preferential coupling is based solely 319 on similarities of RFs, with the difference of orientation preference dropped; iii) It has slightly different coupling strengths as 320 described above in subsection Cortical connections. With these three changes, the modified model gives a more realistic firing 321 rate at low contrast (Fig. S10A) , as well as an OS distribution of 1 − CV (Fig. S10B ) that better agrees with the measured 322 values of OS (3, 13, 14, 19) . Meanwhile, the contrast sharpened (broadened) OS of excitatory (inhibitory) neurons still holds,
323
as shown in Fig. S10B and C. is not as significant as that in the main text.) This weakened contrast-broadening of gI→E is due to the relatively high cortical 332 excitation to the inhibitory neurons at low contrast, caused by the higher excitatory firing rate (since our gain curve now has a 333 higher firing rate at low contrast). Therefore, the inhibitory neurons' tuning curves are not sharp enough at low contrast to 334 mediate a strong effect of contrast-broadened gI→E. Thus, this weakened contrast-broadening of gI→E is a compromise for a 335 more realistic gain curve and OS in the modified model. 
